
FALL ON SNOW, INADEQUATE BELAY, FALL INTO CREVASSE, INADEQUATE 
EQUIPMENT, FATIGUE, WEATHER 
Washington, Mount Rainier
On February 28, 1986, the Gary Speer (34) climbing party of four departed eastern 
Washington and drove to Carbon River Entrance. The next morning they met Ranger 
Semler and registered with him for a climb of Liberty Ridge. Leaving the Carbon River 
road around mid-day, they arrived at and stayed in the Dick Creek BC camp. The next 
day they hiked and climbed to 2760 meters on Liberty Ridge and made a bivouac. 
Already part of the party was beginning to show signs of tiring. The next day, a short 
one, the party climbed the remaining 450 meters or so to the high camp at Thumb Rock. 
There they say they dug a shallow snow cave, using only ice axes, as they had no shovels. 
At that point it was realized that Stan Jenoway (25) would not be able to make the climb, 
so he and Speer decided to retreat down the ridge the next morning.

At 0900 on March 4, the party of two left, going down hill back toward Carbon River. 
As well, the climbing party of two, Markus Hutnak (19) and Richard Mjelde (33), left 
Thumb Rock high camp at 0900 for the upper Liberty Ridge route. The climbing party 
took longer than they thought they would and ended finishing well into darkness. On the 
summit that night, the party made another bivouac. Early the next morning, in rather 
poor weather and poor visibility, the party began descending toward Camp Muir on the 
Ingraham Glacier Direct route. Around 3800 meters the party suffered a series of fairly 
severe falls, pulling each other down in a tumbling ball. The major part of the fall was 
around 18 vertical meters to an upside down position, wedged into a crevasse. Injuries 
were sustained in the fall. Taking around two or three hours to extricate themselves, 
they found that another bivouac overnight was needed. They stayed that night around 
3680 meters immediately next to Gibraltar Rock.

Early on Thursday, the party descended to Camp Muir via Cadaver Gap. They 
radioed from Muir that they had made it down, but had suffered a fall and had injuries. 
They intended to melt snow, have some water and soup, and descend the rest of the way 
to Paradise in intermittent cloudy and clear periods that day. They were tired, very wet



and moving slowly. Around 1330 they left Muir. Enroute to Paradise they became 
disoriented and lost, and failed to make it down. This necessitated yet another bivouac. 
By this time they were soaked. On Friday, Hutnak and Mjelde, with assistance of Mount 
Rainier rangers, made it to Paradise, arriving around 1230.

Injuries were treated and the party of four departed Paradise enroute home planning 
to stop at a hospital in Yakima. Injuries consisted of lacerations, contusions, and minor 
frostbite. (Source: Bundy Philips and Gary Olson, SAR Rangers, Mount Rainier National 
Park)

Analysis
The party could have been a bit more cohesively strong. Better evaluation of members’ 
physical conditioning should have been done prior to trip departure. This could have 
possibly identified weak members which would have provided a stronger and larger 
summit party. This could have prevented the crevasse fall. The group should have had 
shovels and/or snow saws with them, especially given the existing weather and the 
forecast. As well, they should have possibly taken tents. Anchors should be placed 
solidly when used rather than using a poor placement and depending on it. This could 
have possibly checked Mjelde’s fall. Consideration should be made to wait out a storm 
rather than travel in badly crevassed areas during poor visibility and weather. With 
shovels caves could have been dug to make for fairly comfortable accommodations. 
This could have possibly prevented further frostbite injuries.

Rainier Rangers, however, tip their hats to these hardy souls for enduring what had 
produced many fatal accidents. Their persistence and willingness to continue very 
definitely saved their lives. (Source: Rick Krischner, SAR Ranger, Mount Rainier 
National Park)

(Editor’s Note: Mr. Mjelde sent us a personal account which does not differ from  
this significantly. In his analysis, he says, “We were prepared for the worst type of 
weather and therefore we were not in any problems due to the weather. I  would stress 
[to] anyone going to climb any major peak to be prepared for the worst and hopefully never 
have to use it. ”)


